Help & FAQ

Set Up EGO-T Starter Kit Video -

Installing USA Cartridges -
Q: My eGo Battery Stopped Working, how can I fix it?

Ans: If your eGo battery stopped working, try pushing the button 5 times. If you click the eGo battery 5 times, it will activate the device and prevent it from going off your pocket. If you push it 5 times again, it will reactivate and you can continue using it. Please do not send your battery back for exchange.

Q: My atomizer taste burnt and the e-liquid is not good.

Ans: If your atomizer starts to get a burning taste when you use it with your eGo battery, then this means that the wicks are used up and the atomizer can no longer hold any more e-liquid in the wick. At this point, you need to buy a new one, as the atomizer will not work or exchange the atomizer after you have used it up, and burn the wick. When you first got the CE4 atomizer tank, you used to carry the tank to soak up the e-liquid. If the wicks are short, and turn brown, this means that you have used up the e-liquid, and you must buy a new one. If you send back the atomizer tank, and the wick is burnt up, we will throw away your tank, and we will not replace it. You must buy a new one.

Q: How does the electronic cigarette from Smokeless Delite work?

Ans: The Smokeless De te e e cron c c garette performs in a very similar way to a traditional smoking cigarette. It looks, feels, and tastes like a cigarette and de-veers in the p eeuages of smoking. However, it has less or no harm to the smoker. Smokeless De te e e cron c c garette is better than traditional smoking cigarettes, as it is a safer alternative to smoking. Smokeless De te e e cron c c garette is rechargeable and portable, and you can take it with you anywhere. Smokeless De te e e cron c c garette is designed to produce a smoke-like vapor that is less harmful to the smoker. Smokeless De te e e cron c c garette is a great alternative for smokers who want to reduce their exposure to harmful chemicals.

Q: What is Propylene Glycol from electronic cigarettes?

Ans: Propylene glycol is a common ingredient used in personal care products, and it is also used in electronic cigarettes. It is a clear, colorless, and odorless liquid that is used to create a vapor that mimics the taste of traditional cigarettes. Propylene glycol is absorbed into the lungs, providing a similar experience to smoking a traditional cigarette. However, it is important to note that smoking electronic cigarettes can still be harmful to your health, as it exposes you to nicotine and other harmful chemicals.

Q: What is Nicotine?

Ans: Nicotine is a natural alkaloid found in tobacco plants, and it is the primary addictive substance found in cigarettes and electronic cigarettes. Nicotine is absorbed into the bloodstream and can cause a feeling of alertness and energy. However, it can also cause serious health problems, including heart disease and stroke, and it can lead to addiction. Nicotine has been linked to cancer, as well as other health problems.

Q: Are Smokeless Delite Electronic Cigarettes approved as a smoke cessation device?

Ans: Smokeless De te e e cron c c garettes has never been proven to be a smoke cessation device, and so it is not sold or marketed as such. Smokeless De te e e cron c c garettes can be used to smoke anywhere, as they do not produce smoke, and they do not produce second-hand smoke, which is a major health risk.
Q: How long does each Smokeless Delite Electronic Cigarette cartridge last?

Q: Do you use Smokeless Delite Electronic Cigarettes like a regular cigarette?
Ans: No. Use your Smokeless Delite electronic cigarette as you would a regular cigarette. The freedom to smoke is yours, and you may choose how often you want to use your e-cigarette.

Q: Do Smokeless Delite electronic cigarettes taste like a cigarette?
Ans: Smokeless Delite electronic cigarettes contain no tobacco. They are non-flammable and safe to use. The flavors come in many different varieties, including strawberry, cherry, and apple flavors. The flavors are not affected by heat or chemicals, and you may use them anywhere you like.

Q: Where can you use a Smokeless Delite electronic cigarette?
Ans: Smokeless Delite electronic cigarettes are non-flammable and safe to use. They are not affected by heat or chemicals, and you may use them anywhere you like.

Q: What flavors are available for Smokeless Delite electronic cigarette cartridges?
Ans: Smokeless Delite electronic cigarette cartridges come in strawberry, cherry, and apple flavors. The flavors are not affected by heat or chemicals, and you may use them anywhere you like.

Q: What is in the Smokeless Delite Electronic Cigarette compared to cigarettes?
Ans: The number of ingredients in Smokeless Delite electronic cigarettes is less than the number in traditional cigarettes. The ingredients in Smokeless Delite electronic cigarettes include propylene glycol, water, and a scent that emulates a tobacco flavor.

Q: Help! My Smokeless Delite Electronic Cigarette is not working and I just got it.
Ans: The most common problem when you first get your new Smokeless Delite electronic cigarette is that it is not working. Make sure you recharge it for at least 8 hours, or until the Smokeless Delite electronic cigarette charger turns green. The Needle cartridge on the Smokeless Delite electronic cigarette may not produce vapor, but it does not have any quid to test. It runs out after 2-3 puffs. Please replace the needle cartridge that comes with the Smokeless Delite electronic cigarette starter kit and replace with a new needle cartridge from Smokeless Delite.

Q: I just placed an order from Smokelessdelite.com. When will I get my products?
Ans: Smokeless Delite electronic cigarette products are shipped the same day the order is placed. Depend on your shipping method. You can expect to receive your order as follows:
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